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 Mar 20, 2024Campus & Community
NAU students lead the charge in community volunteering efforts
 Every year, thousands of NAU students dedicate their free time to volunteering, both on campus and in the greater Flagstaff community. Through nonprofit work, food distribution, voter registration and outreach to their fellow students, they’re keeping NAU’s spirit of relentless welcome alive.   [image: A college of photos of Junia McAlister: A head shot, Junia in a lab, Julia wearing a fancy hat with four other women.]
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 Mar 26, 2024Campus & Community
Meet the trailblazing woman who founded NAU’s chemistry department
 It’s an experience common to many women in science—they’re the only woman in their department, on their faculty, in the room. It is not the norm, however, for the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry at NAU, thanks in large part to the legacy of one woman—Junia McAlister, or Miss Mac, the founding faculty member of the department at a time when women working as scientists was rare.    [image: Experimental forest in northern Minnesota. Courtesy of Courtesy of Paul Hanson, Oak Ridge National Laboratory]
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 Mar 25, 2024Research & Academics
How much difference can one degree of warming make?
 A huge difference—bigger than scientists knew. A new study led by ecologist Andrew Richardson had alarming results: Any warming, no matter how small, led to an outsized decrease in snow cover. The findings, which challenge existing climate models, underscore the need to refine predictions and understand the cascading effects on ecosystems, including our own in northern Arizona.  

 MORE NEWS Research & Academics
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Where is the Colorado River going?
 Into agricultural fields, mostly. An NAU study looking at data from the first two decades of the 21st century showed that irrigated agriculture accounts for 52% of overall use. Significant reductions in use are necessary in the coming years to ensure the iconic river remains viable.    [image: Man with gray hair speaking to students sitting around the edges of a classroom]
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NAU, OpusVi launch affordable online master’s degree in social work
 The Master of Social Work program, offered through a collaboration between NAU and the healthcare workforce development organization OpusVi, will help address a nationwide shortage of social workers by offering an affordable route to accreditation.   [image: Orange and black image of solar system objects with an arrow pointing to a bright orb with a long tail--an active asteroid.]
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Finding active asteroids: Citizen science project sheds light on poorly understood space phenomenon
 In partnership with NASA, NAU's Active Asteroids program relies on citizen scientists to search publicly available telescope images for active asteroids—those with comet-like tails that could be caused by water or ice evaporating. Observations made by these volunteer scientists has led to the discovery of new active asteroids as well as other solar system objects. 

 Campus & Community
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Celebrating Asian and Pacific Islander cultures
 Every April, Asian and Pacific Islander Heritage Month at NAU brings a slew of exciting events to campus. Learn about the richness and diversity of API cultures across the globe through celebrations, movie screenings, crafting workshops and more.   [image: Students recovering trays of food from a campus dining location.]
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Reducing campus food waste and feeding the community
 Two initiatives are reducing unnecessary food waste on campus and redirecting leftover food items to those in need. NAU’s Food Recovery Network—a chapter of a national organization—organizes volunteers to collect unused food from campus dining locations and redistribute it to local nonprofits that feed members of the community. Meanwhile, Louie’s Leftovers helps connect students to catered events that have leftover food so they can stop by and eat if they are in the area.    [image: NAU employees wearing university branded T-shirts and hats posing with Louie the Lumberjack outside]
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Compete, clean up campus & kick 🪓: Seven ways to get involved on Giving Day
 NAU’s sixth annual fundraising event is right around the corner, taking place all day and across multiple campuses on Wednesday, April 3. Now is a great time to browse the Giving Day website and decide how you’ll support the university through fun, interactive events and challenges. 
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Remembering a civil rights leader from the American West 
 For César Chavez Day, professor Monica Brown shares the impact of the labor leader’s work and his groundbreaking partnership with fellow organizer Dolores Huerta.    [image: Monica Cowbrough wearing an NAU shirt doing LJs in her backyard.]
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Humans of NAU: Monica Cowbrough
 The associate athletic director of communications talks about the pivot that her alma mater allowed her to make in her life, the work she’s done to get to this point and the importance of representation in her industry.    [image: Micaela Merryman interviewing Tongo Einsen-Martin at the Northern Arizona Book Festival.]
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Flagstaff’s first Youth Poet Laureate—an NAU alumna—creates publications and events for young poets
 To Micaela Merryman, poetry is “one of the rawest forms of expression.” In celebration of World Poetry Day on March 21, the NAU alumna and active member of Flagstaff’s poetry community talks about finding poetry in all her writing, creating literary publications and building a youth-oriented poetry community.  



 FEATURED SPOTLIGHT
Featured Spotlight: Mary Hanabury
 Director of Research Administration Mary Hanabury recently presented at two national research ethics conferences in Washington, D.C. At the Social Behavioral Educational Research Conference, Hanabury addressed the new and complex ethical challenges the research oversight world faces in an era of advancing technology and changing expectations surrounding personal information. At the Research & Medicine Annual Ethical Conference, she shared how human research protection programs can play a role in managing research activities that fall into a gray area between human subjects research and non-human subjects research. 
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